
short tour description/route characteristics: The tour is relatively short with approx. 230 km and offers wide, well developed roads, narrow narrow streets, partly 
very winding routes as well as scenic attractions in abundance - everything that makes riding a motorcycle so fascinating!
From Sonthofen the route first goes via Hindelang up to Oberjoch. Although the Jochstraße is very curvy and beautiful to ride, it is unfortunately also often very 
busy. At the top the viewpoint "Kanzel" offers a nice overview.
The tour continues into the Tannheimer Tal. Past the idyllic Haldensee to the Gaichtpass. In Weißenbach the tour then turns right into the Lechtal, which we follow 
to Stanzach. Here we turn right into the Namloser valley or Berwanger valley. The route is simply a pleasure for motorcyclists!

Via Namlos, Rinnen, and Berwang you reach Bichlbach. Behind the village turn left to Reutte. From the 
main line turn right to Reutte and immediately right again towards Plansee. The Plansee is beautifully 
embedded between the mountains and offers the viewer many beautiful views. The route continues over the 
Ammer saddle, past Linderhof Castle in the direction of Ettal. Shortly before the junction to the B 23, a 
small road branches off to the left and leads to Oberammergau. In the village, turn right and then 
immediately left again to reach the B 23, which you follow in the direction of Augsburg.
After Unterammergau.turn left to Altenau. In the 
village keep right and then left again. Approx. 7.5 km 
after leaving the B 23, a narrow road leads diagonally 
to the left. We follow this and - continuing on the 
"main route" - we reach Wildsteig. 
There we turn left again and over still
narrow roads we reach the Wieskirche. Here
a visit is always worthwhile. The tour
continues - past the Wieskirche church -
along small roads to Steingaden (keep right
At the beginning and leter – at the right-
of-way-sign – left. Up to now the passage
past the Wieskirche was always open - on our last tour, however, it was only
permitted for residents. In this case you have to turn around and drive along the
main road to Steingaden - is signposted). Then turn left to Lechbruck. Continue
towards Füssen and then (on the B 16) turn right to Erkenbollingen. Further it goes
to the Hopfensee (nice to look at!) and to Hopferau. In the village you turn right
towards Heimen and continue towards the lake to Alpe Beichelstein (signposted).
Here you can take a break - very nice view! Afterwards we continue on
the previous route until shortly before Seeg. Then turn left, cross the main
road and continue over the next crossing. Then follow the signs to
Schweinegg. Via Rindegg and Thal the route then leads to Nesselwang.
Then via Wertach and Kranzegg and Rettenberg to Agathazell and back to
Sonthofen. www.motorradrudi.info
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